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power and land; internal reform was an interest. Once reason
saw clearly the need for reform nothing must stand in the way.
But the task of reform was stupendous; only the unlimited
power of the State, embodied in the monarch, could accom-
plish it. The autocratic monarch alone could cut his way
through feudal abuses and antique customary complications,
and, untouched by popular prejudices, impose complete,
reasonable reform. This was * enlightened despotism,' a revival
of Plato's theory that states would never be well governed until
philosophers were kings. The British Constitution, with its
popular representation, controls, checks, and balances, was
quite out of favour.
The philosophers who were so prominent in society of
the late eighteenth century recognized their ideal in the en-
lightened sovereign; or, rather, they saw in him the agent
through whom their ideal could be realized. It was not easy
to persuade a whole people or a governing class; but it was
comparatively easy to persuade one man. Therefore Voltaire
(for a time) gave his confidence and support to Frederick II;
Grimm found reason and power personified in Catherine II;
Mirabeau recognized benevolence, wisdom, and executive
authority in Charles William Ferdinand of Brunswick; and
every philosophe was ready to make a plan for reforming a con-
stitution, a legislative or commercial system, if only he could
find the appropriate autocrat. An alliance took place which
helped the sovereigns by its impression on public opinion,
and which also increased the friendship of men of letters for
monarchs, of Voltaire for Frederick II, of Grimm and Diderot
for Catherine II, of Goethe for Carl August of Weimar,
and naturally enhanced these monarchs' reputation. The
effect of this alliance on legislation was considerable; the
laws against the Jesuits, for instance, would have been im-
possible without it. Doubtless there was a certain amount
of vanity on both sides. Practical men like the approval of
scholars who may immortalize them in books; scholars, a
little sensitive of being considered unpractical, are pleased when
their ideas are taken up by the men of affairs. Actually there

